Visitor Rowers

We welcome rowers from abroad as visitors in our club. If you come to Budapest and you are a rower or interested in rowing we encourage you to get in touch with us and visit our club on Margaret Island in the city centre.

Rowing:
We also offer rowing opportunity. Depending on your skill level and interest, you might join one of our teams for a row or try a stable excursion boat or a single with someone accompanying you. As the stream of Danube in Budapest is stronger then waters most people row on, and it is important to know specialties of the waterways and customs here to stay safe, we feel necessary that you dont go on your own.

Club contact:
We also find this an excellent opportunity for making contact and exchanging experiences. As the first rowing club in Hungary, officially funded in 1862, we have rich traditions and a very bumpy history through wars and communist time. We are happy to share our stories and would like to know more of you, your club and your ways. (We are also looking for contact with other clubs to establish official or even informal relations.)

How to:
1. Please send us an email to: info@danubiusnhe.com with subject: „Rowing in Budapest“, possibly in advance with your plans. Tell us:
   - when do you come to Budapest and when would you like to row/visit?
   - what are your skills, age and do you have any preferences for the unit?

2. We are going to put you in contact with one of our members who is going to be your guide and who will represent the club and most probably row with you. He/She is going to organise the visit for you.

3. We dont want to charge for rowing for visitors. But since we seriously struggle to keep the club alive among various difficulties, and we lack both funding and menpower (the person you will meet is naturally going to be a volunteer) we ask you to donate for the club according to your power. As our gratitude we offer a T-shirt in our traditional colours.

4. Where are we:
   - our boathouses are situated on Margaret Island’s Buda-side next to the National Swimmingpool.
   - our clubhouse with lockers and shower possibility is right on the other side of the Island, about 5mins walk from the boathouses.